SDX1000

Now with
Blade Sensor
Technology

Meet

What makes ScanNCut DX a cut above?
The new ScanNCut DX SDX1000 is whisper-quiet and comes with unique Blade
Sensor technology. Cut card, self-adhesive vinyl, felt, leather and foam automatically
without adjusting the blade and all without connecting to a computer. It’s never been
easier to see it, scan it, cut it and create it.

Bright 5” Touch Screen

NEW! Auto Blades

detect the thickness
of your material then
adjust blade depth
automatically.

682 built-in designs

Plus, now cut quicker
and up to 3mm thick!*

9 built-in fonts

Scanning Area Width
11.7” (29.7cm)
Cutting Area Width
11.7” (29.7cm)

NEW! Add the
new Roll Feeder for
matless loading and
longer vinyl cutting
(over 610mm)

Accomodates two
cutting mats
12 x 12” (30.5 x 30.5cm)
12 x 24” (30.5 x 61cm)

How do I save & edit designs?

What else does the ScanNCut DX do?

Be cutting in minutes, the SDX1000
comes loaded with 682 designs and
9 lettering fonts.

It’s easy to edit designs on the touch
screen and save your designs to the
machine’s memory or a USB stick.

The improved scanner makes it easier
than ever to create your own cut
files from hand drawn illustrations
or printouts.

For more editing features use
CanvasWorkspace, the free online
editing site, to store, edit and transfer
designs wirelessly to and from your
machine (requires internet connection).

More than just a powerful cutting
machine, the built-in scanner makes it
easy to fussy cut your quilting pieces,
perfectly cut stamped images or scan
material scraps to ensure designs are
correctly positioned.

What files can I use?

Download free projects from
CanvasWorkspace, Brother’s free
site for ScanNCut and ScanNCut DX
(internet connection required).
The ScanNCut DX SDX1000 also
reads SVG files, a common format for
cutting files.

For PC users, the free Canvas
Workspace for PC software can be
installed on your computer. Store and
edit designs and transfer designs
directly from your PC to SDX1000 via
USB cable (cable not included).

Add additional accessories to your
ScanNCut DX to open a world of
creativity. Cutting files can be used to
draw on paper or fabric; emboss or
add foil effects to papercrafts. Make
rhinestone transfers and stickers or
attach the new Roll Feeder to go large
with your vinyl decals.

Contact :

*Material compatibility may vary. Always perform
a trial/test cut to confirm a successful cut.
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